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fer to functional item 3. 5. 1. 1.
e filter insert consists of eight impactor discs and a silver membrane fi l ter . The
Lt is inserted into the housing at the .front of the AA. The filter has eight settings f






































































'£,e filter insert is designed to be easily removed by pulling it out when the keeper pigned with a slot. The OWS air is pumped through the AA. An optical subsystem d

























e air then passes through the filter. The particles larger than 1 micron are impac
to the nickle disc and retained. Smaller particles lack inertia and are trapped by a
imbrane filter. At the end of each measurement, the filter is indexed to the next d





















e filter impactor is removed from the AA at the end of each mission and returned t




e probability of failure (Pf) of the filter unit is considered to be small. If this wer
















--If the filter is clogged, it impedes or stops the airflow, and could invalid
particle count and eventually damage the pump or motor.
--Filter rupture would degrade the optical performance.
--If the filter insert cannot be indexed, it will be impossible to determine t
location of the performance and will result in loss of particle compositiot
--If the filter cannot be removed, it may result in loss of revisit potential \
--If the filter cannot be inserted, it will result in loss of particle compositi
spacecraft relationship.
e following indications could be used to determine the failure of the filter insert: -H




• Weak exhaust air could be an indication that the filter is clogged (restrictin
airflow through it).
u
• If large particles are found in the exhaust air, it is an indication that the fil
membrane has ruptured.
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This valve is a part of the diaphragm pump assembly,
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The high voltage supply and doubler supplies power to the photom






















--Failure of the high voltage and doubler to operate wo
loss of experiment.
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The batteries are the main source of power supply to the T-003 e
contains six yardney silver zinc batteries rated at 11.8 Vdc. Th<
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• Digital displays are not illuminated. No airflow when t




















The timing generator is a device designed to combine 2 Hz clock
required timing pulses.
It is estimated that the Pf of the timing generator is considered ti













--Failure of the logic circuit to function normally coul<
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FIGURE P-l. EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 1 of 6)
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3. 5. 1. 1
Filter Insert
3. 5. 1.1. 1
Impactor Disc
3. 5. 1. 1. 2
Silver
Membrane Filter
3. 5. 1. 2
Filter Housing
FIGURE P-l. EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL, ANALYSIS


























FIGURE P-l. EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 3 of 6)
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3. 5. 3. 1.4
Primary Switch
Regulator






3. 5. 3. 2.2
Readout





FIGURE P-l. EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 4 of 6)
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3. 5. 3.2. 1. 1
Clock
3. 5. 3.2. 1.2
Timing Generator
3. 5.3.2. 1. 3
Pulse Height Coder

































FIGURE P-l. EXPERIMENTT-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 6 of 6)
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There is an operability interface between the astronaut and the AA.
The astronaut will hold the AA over the area where the measurements
are to be taken. See Code [SI for additional information on crew
station locations.
There is a communication interface between the astronaut and the AM
data system. Crew comments are transmitted from different crew
stations by the crewmember to the AM data recording system and then
dumped to the ground.
There is a mechanical interface between the AA stowage container and
each of the following: filter impactor units and containers, experiment
log cards, dummy impactor unit, and AA. During lift-off, the above
items are stowed in the AA stowage container, which is hard mounted
to the OWS structure.
There is a mechanical interface between the CM stowage and each of
the following: the filter impactor units, containers, and the experiment
log cards. At the end of each mission the filter impactor unit and log













= 350. 663 (OWS)
= 386.663 (OWS)
= 389. 925 (OWS)
=409. 562 (OWS)
TBD by the astronaut
General Position
-24. 5 Y Axis
Concentric with the X Axis
Between Positions IV and I
Between Positions I and II
Between Positions II and in
Between Positions II and III
TBD by the astronaut
FIGURE P-2. EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS INTERFACE BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DEFINITION
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EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS DIAGRAM
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FIGURES. EXPERIMENTT-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS SYSTEMS DIAGRAM
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Data Recipient Dot* Req
Nome Mr. W. R. Bock
Address S&tE-ASTN-SDF






Corollary Experiments Debriefing Data
Provide one copy of the crew debriefing transcripts pertaining to all corollary
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Nome Mr. W. R. Bock
Add,«s* S&E-ASTN-SDF












Detai led Requirements :
, Crew Voice Transcripts
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Provide on a daily basis access to real time crew voice communications during

































































Provide one copy of each Corollary Experiment Log Book, when applicable, at
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- ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUESTS
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Engineering Change Requests for Experiment T-003 are N/A.
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hter OWS activation and evt<Mft
e duration of the flight.5
locations nohe followingceasurements must be take2•
0
at ion and eve>Ster than 8 days after OWSm




otHIMI*4OJffl*CSRemove dummy filter unilJ



























Install flight battery pack
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Record channel No. 1.
Record channel No. Z.
Record channel No. 3.
Note:
The measurements are to be take
















#*TP - Test Pilot (Commander)






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS













































































































































ued under degraded mode i






























































































































































































EXPERIMENT T-003, IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS
MALFUNCTION ANALYSES
The material contained in this section is an excerpt from Reference 12.
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7. INFLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS, T003
The primary functions of T003 that have been identified
as requiring analysis are presented in Table 7.1.
All displays are on the instrument and available only to
the crewman operating the unit. Corrective action is extremely
limited as no repair or replacement parts are carried and the
working parts of the unit are not accessible to the crew. Failr
ure of the battery, pump, or motor will be cause for termination
of experiment operation. Other failures will cause degraded data
but the option of continuing the experiment is available and
feasible.
Table 7.1 Operational Functions and Malfunction Analysis Items,
T003





















PMT, or HV Reg.)
7.1.2.1 Analog Circuit
Failure
7.1.2.2 Loss of Pilot-
Overflow Function
7.1.2.3 Loss of Digital
Display Function
7.1.3.1 Pump or Motor
Failure
7.1.3.2 Impeded Airflow
7.1.4.1 Battery Failure or
INITIATE CYCLE sw Con-
tacts Fail Open
7.1.4.2 INITIATE CYCLE sw
Contacts Fail Shorted
7.2.1.1 Failure to Remove
(Insert), Unit
7.2.1.2 Failure to Index


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































gCrew Observation,(U) : PILOT OVERFU
It does not light










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An analysis of Experiment T-003 revealed that the Pf of the
AA hardware is minimum. If the AA were to fail it would result in
category III failure.
Based on our understanding of relative humidity contained in
the OA, there is no environment and experiment interface problem.
However, it is suspected that in certain areas, where the measure-
ments are to be taken, there may not be sufficient circulation or
mixing of the atmosphere. Temperature variations in such areas
cause the humidity to increase. Humidity higher than 95 percent
affects the AA optics. The astronauts should be made aware of such
situations before performing the experiment.
There is a possibility that radiation could affect the optics and
mirror system of the AA. Radiation could darken the lenses or reflec-
tive surfaces of the optics. This could bias the photon emission output,
and result in erroneous counting of the sample particles. Further
investigation needs to be conducted in this area.
The AA is a very small unit and is highly sophisticated. In the
event the unit fails, consideration should be given to returning this
equipment to the earth for investigation or maintenance.
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